PARTNERING WITH RENOVATION
LENDING SOFTWARE

Ability to manage our partner list
and see all the files we have with
specific Brokers, Consultants,
Contractors, or Clients at the click of
a button.

LOCATION
New Jersey
LOAN PRODUCTS
203K
HomeStyle
ChoiceRenovation
VA Reno

Cloud technology allows us to store
docs in the system, so we no longer
need a 3rd party system so share
renovation docs with our team.

PREVIOUS SYSTEMS
Excel
Document Sharing Platforms

RLS has worked with us on many
large custom builds that have
allowed us to work inside our normal
workflow more efficiently.

OVERVIEW
REMN’s commitment to excellence and
superior experience for mortgage brokers
and bankers are the pillars REMN
Wholesale was built upon. Its industry
leading, same day turn times on new files,
and bicoastal management teams have
helped REMN to become one of the most
trusted wholesale lenders in the country.
REMN offers a full range of government
and conventional loans, as well as
renovation products, supported by regular
training opportunities, an award-winning
closing department and a dedicated
internal helpdesk.
In order for REMN to continue to provide
the level of service their customers are
used to it was important for REMN to invest
in Technology, and to partner with the
right company to help bring everyone on
the REMN team together on one system.
By taking advantage of Renovation
Lending Software’s platform REMN is taking
the steps necessary to stay ahead of their
competition and to continue to provide a
great experience for there clients and
Broker partners.

Working with Renovation Lending
Software is like a partnership and its
like they are part of the REMN team.

The team at Renovation Lending Software has
been great to work with. Their management team
has a Renovation Lending background, so they
understand what we need and why we need it.

Steve Rizzetta
Renovation Lending Manager, RENO Dept.

(866) 217-6191

Sales@RenovationLendingSoftware.com

